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I

The book builds upon seventy references, certain (SR) or conjectural (12),
to the domus divina in Egypt. There are three major parts, labeled A, B, and
C. Part A (pp. 4-52) discusses the testimonia according to defined topics. Part
1\ (pp. 53-121) catalogues them in chronological order into what the author
calls a '"dossier."' (Numbers and references to assured testimonia are in roman,
those to conjectural ones are in italic type.) Part C. (pp. 122·133) provides
concordances and indices to the dossier. There are four brief appendices (pp.
134·144). One(!), by T.M. Hickey, provides an edition of P.Giss. inv. 48 (=
Part B 12); the other three (II-IV), by the author, propose revised readings for
three other papyri relevant to the main topic. Bibllography (pp. 145· 153) and
general indices (pp. 151-161) complete this compact volume.
The domus divina is one of those rare topics only lightly treated in A.H..M .
Jones's encyclopedic Later Roman Empire (1964). In Giuseppina Azzarello's
definition (p. J ), it consists of the ensemble of properties, scattered in certain
provinces and assigned to individuals of the imperial family for their support.
Egypt of course was one ofthose provinces (another was Cappadocia), and that
for which the evidence is most abw1dant. It thus receives due attention in E.R.
Hardy's classic The Large E.<tates of Byzantine Egypt ( 193 t ), but rather less or
not at all in some recent studies. T..M. Hiclcey's Wine, Wealth, and the State in
Late Antique Egypt (20 12) is an exception.
Even for Egypt- not surprisingly - the geographical coverage is limited.
As usual, Oxyrhynchite evidence from the province of Arcadia predominates;
that from the village of Aphrodite uf the Antaeopolitc nome in the Thebaid
comes in second. The dossier contains a wealth of prosopographical data
(which perhaps could have been deployed in a hypothetical Part D) by means
of which the author is able (pp. 9-28) to posit a scheme of administration from
the bottom up. At the local level was the prostasiu under contractual supervision of a pronoetes. At the dioikesis or nome level we find the dioiketes; at the
provincial level, the phrontistes, and beyond that, though more hypothetically,
the kouralor, perhap> based in Constantinople (see esp. SD 6.9102 = 36). It
was of course possible, though attestations are few, for individuals like Flavius
Strategios I, dioiketes and then phrontistes, to move up the ladder from one
position to the next. Numerous names and jobs of other personnel ("altre
per~une") are known, some permanently, others temporarily in servke to the
domus divina as, for example, irrigators, putters, wine dealers, porters (ko·
baleuontes, 22.2-4), and shippers. These arc presented in a running sequence
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(pp. 32-39). It would be a challenge to organize them according to type in
• uch a way as to assess the degree to which the means of exploiting imperial
properties mirrored those for private properties. At the wry least the listing
gives an impr.ssion of the variety of requisite human capital for the successful
operation of estates of either kind.
The dossier provides some precise evidence for the localities in which
domus divina land was to be found and a certain amount of information on
the post mortem transfer of properties from one imperial family member to
another, e.g.. from Arcadia to EudociaJ from 1heodora to Justinian . Most intriguing is the movement of former domus divina land into the control of the
Apions of Oxyrhynchus, whether into their ownership or, if one prefers the
thesis of). Gascou (now reprinted in his Fiscalite et societe en f.:gypte byzantine [2008)125-213) , into their tax-collecting "share." Unfortunately, the papyri give no direct figures on the extent of imper ial la nded interests in Egypt
even for the two main regions for which they provide evidence. )airus Banaji
non etheless notes (Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity [2001)149-150) that in
P.Oxy. 16.2020 (; SO, AD 567-588), an account of"fiscal charges owed to the
praetorian prefecture" ( Hickey, Wine, Wealth, and the State, 110, n. 89), paid
in kind by various Oxyrhynchite oikoi, the domus divina at 22.2% of the whole
was "the single biggest payer:' This at least suggests the magnitude of imperial
landed interests in one particular nome.
No single type of document prevails in th e author's dossier. Instead the
documents arc various in genre: letters, lists, petitions, epistolary instructions,
receipts, contraclb (sale, loan, lease), oaths, receipts for irrigation machinery
parts, work contracts. Some famous pieces are treated at length. The longest
discussion (pp. 82-88) is justifiably reserved for 36 (SB 6.9102), a letter written in Constantinople to the duke of the Thebaid cuncerning the villagers of
Aphrodite. Some discussions (e.g., for I, 3, 42, 60) arc single paragraphs. The
mean may be represented by 49 (= PCair.Masp. 1.67002), the famous petition
of the villagers of Aphrodite to the duke of the Thebaid (pp. 101-103).
As mentioned, Part B's catalogue, which present• extracts, not full texts,
that refer or allude to the domus divina or its personnel, adopts a chronological
order. This effectively, and perhaps unfortunately, separates papyri of the same
provenance. The Greek is printed continuously, not line-by-line. There is careful introductory discussion of each extract's personae, its dear or possible link
to the domus divinu. Full context is given in these introductions, but there are
no translations, though I think these should ha\'e been presented for some of
the thornier passages, hard to construe without their surrounding texts. The
discussion for each testimonium is composed in such a way that each am stand
on its own. This does result in much formulaic repetition and hundreds of in-
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